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measure J,.1|u'u; but accord. to the A, it is not

so, because its fem. is with 3; but is from the

supposed verb '9“r , and is like f.-.L5._’ from ,;.\p-’: ,

and from and 7,331“ signifies

[properly] rendgred adapted &c.: (TA :) the pl.

and that of '[_'§3.'u'.>...¢ is

. I

see

Of ‘;._-is is

U)’,‘a';' You say) ff B;-"_i;' ); (sh>$»

1u§b,1_<) and 4,. (Sh, s,1_;) and 4,» tf';.;

(Ibn-’Abb1id, K) [He is adapted, &c., for it,

or worthy of it]. And to a woman, 53,5;
» »

9» J9»

(A,TA) and .?t_s.is and Ya:~,a....

[Thou art adapted, &c., for such a thing and for

»6Z

that thing; or worthy qfit]. (TA.) And 38,5.-'. ad!

(A, Mgh) and (A) [Thou

art adapted, &.c., for thy doing such a thing - or
Q 9

worthy ofdoing it]. And iié ‘ii; 3.;

[He is adapted, &c., for his doing such a thing;

or worthy to do it]; ;) in which case, Q! is

for (Mgh.) [And also signifies

Hatving a right, or just title or claim, to such

a thing; entitled to such a thing.] It is said in

tile K." [vii.103], U1; 3,5? ~§ L‘-j Q1;:;;.J\ sill, meaning I am disposed [not] to say

[of God aught save] the truth : or, as some say,

I am vehemently desirous [that I should not say

&’c_.] ; for, accord. to Aboo-’Alee,U5 means I am vehemently desirous of such a

thing: but one reading, that of Néfi’, is éi

'9’ :38, It is binding, or obl-igutory,’or

incumbent, on me [that Ishould not say]. (TA.)

§.|i.,i.;. The essence ofa thing as meaning that

by being which a thing is what it is; [or that in

being which a thing consists,-] as when we say

that a rational animal is the 25,5» of a human

being: (KT :) or that by being which a thing

is what it is, considered with regard to its reality,

is termed considered with regard to its

individuality, and without regard thereto,

ZAQ: (KT, TA :) the ultimate and radical con

stituent of a thing. (Msb,TA.).__[Also The

essence of a thing as meaning the property or

quality, or the aggregate Qfpropcrties or qualities,

whereby a thing is what it is; the essential pro

perty or quality, or the aggregate of the essential

properties or qualities, of a thing; that which

constitutes the particular and distinguishing

nature_ of a thing or of a genus or species;

i. g. 5.513: and] the truth, reality, or true or

real nature or state [or circumstances or facts,

the very nature, and the gist, and the pith,

marrow, or most essential part], of a case, or an

afihir: pl. see 3. (TA.) One says,

).:f\)l i.o._,i.;
He arrived at [the knowledge

of] the truth, reality, or true or real nature or

state [&c.], qf the case, or afair. (TA.) And

'i§.;J\ signifies rliji M; as also

Vligl-‘.31. (TA.) ‘Hence the saying,Q; 'li.l\;.J\ [IV/ten he knew the truth,

reality, or true or real nature or state &c., of

the case, or afair, from -me, he fled]. ($,TA.)
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And '_,:)b ‘Z51;-J1 Lg!) U [ll"hen he saw

Bk. I. '
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_ustness, propriety,

the truth, &c.]. (TA.) [ELEQ is often used as

meaning In truth, or truly; reality, or really;

and in fact.] You say also,[I hnew it with reality qf knowledge]. (Msb in

art. And means Genuine

belief or faith; reality of belief or faith. (TA.)

[And you say, '§ 2:; lib This is a

thing having no reality.]=[Also A word, or

phrase, used in its proper or original, or in a

proper or an original, sense ,'] that which is

constantly used according to its original applica

tion ,- or a name for that whereby is meant what

it was [originally] applied to denote; (TA;)

contr. 2) of the measure in

the sense of the measure from éisillsignifying the 3 is aflixed for the conver

sion of the word firom an epithet to a subst.:

(TA:) [pl. as above]. [It is also called

0‘ .1 en 0- . _ _ _ _ ’

1i:3J'U, and 5.5.! Z.§i=- ; to distinguish it from what

’ 05 0 .v 4!: v 5:: 0- 4

is termed 1,5): &n._,i.>, and U): M’ which is

A word, or phrase, so much used in a particular

tropical sense as to be, in that sense, convention

C O »

ally regarded as proper; as, for instance, J»

in the sense of “just;” it being properly an

int‘. n.] A )L;..;, when much used, becomes

what is termed (Mt 24:1. fig.)

means also A proper (opposed to a

tropical) signification.]=ii-_.3.;.Jl also signifies

i That which, or those whom,'it is necessary for

one, or it behooveth one, to defend, or protect,

(S, L, K, TA,) of the people qfone’s house, (L,)

or such as the wife, and the female neighbour,

and property, §'c.:’ (Ham p. 1'81 ‘pl. as above.

(L.) You say, L,.._.\.. we I[Such a

one is the defender, or protector, of that which,

or those whom, it is necessary, &c., to defend,

or protect]. ($, TA.) [See also ;L;§. And see

an ex. of this signification, or of the next, in a

verse cited in p. 288.]_Also +The banner, or

standard: ($,I_(, and Ham ubi supraz) this being

included in the preceding meaning. (I;Iam.)_

And 1- That which is sacred, or inviolable; that

which one is under an obligation to respect, or

honour. (TA.)

[i1;i.;- rel. n. of ELSA, Essential, &c.]

[Of, or relating to, ‘ELJI as meaning

rightness, correctness, or

truth; &c.: and hence just, proper, &c.; like

3;; when used as an epithet: and of, or relating

to, as meaning God :] a rel. n. from :;’;.H,

like QC, from .','.,‘,n. (TA.)
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[jh>.L [A night-journey to water] made

with labour or accrtiuu or haste; (I_{;) as also
9 rbr B

§\,,i.L and ohifi; and so 7 (TA.) [See

R. Q. 1.]

ill». i. q. [as used in the phrases 35L;

rrr /Or

S3')L>Jl and ZL»Ji 531;, &.c.: see art.so in the phrase sh; [Vehement hunger] :

(I_(:) occurring in a trad. of Aboo-Bekr: but

accord. to one reading, it is é,.s_.J\ din’-, without
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teshdeoed to the J, from 21,13 :13» 651;, inf. n. 9,.

and [jig-, “trial, or trouble, beset him;” and

means tlhe gbesetting of hunger: or it may mean

é,.>Ji [_;.'5L>. [bwetting hunger]. (TA.) One says

also, and ideal; A man

Pelfegt in manliness: and and 7élq-SJ! perfect in courage. (K,* TA.) And AZ

relates that he heard an Arab of the desert say,

of a mark of mange, or scab, that appeared upon

a camel, ._.:;;,.JI G>\;.J¢ lib [This is a most

sure, or a truth-telling, evidence ofgenuine mange,

or scab]. (TA.) = Also The middle of the

head; ($, K ;) as also 7;; : (K 2) and ofthe back

of the neck; as also 7;‘: (TA: [thus the latter

is there written, in this instance, with (_1amm:])

and of the eye: (TA:) and ofa road: (l_(,"TA:)

and of winter. One says,

.t..i,' (s,1_<) and ....i, '3; (K) He fell upon the

niiddle of his head: ($11; =) and Gill 51.’. UL:
and Hill '5; upon the middle of therbach of

the neck. (TA.) And 3; __'.1.;i 11¢, or
it, /in the middle of hisieye. (TA.) And gs,

Li;4111! $1; He went upon the middle of the rodd.

(K3 TA-) And ué I came to

him in the middle of winter. And viii

..»-a-.-...J_‘'1 iii; see jl;.. , , , , ,

I32’: He is in straitness by reason qfsuch a thing.

(TA.)

95» Q! I

851-: see 33,3-,1n two places. [In the sense

in which it is there explained, its pl. isand so in other senses; agreeably with analogy:

see the second of the sentences here following]

__. Also A severe calamity or aflliction, the hop

pening of which is fixed, or established; and so

735;; ;) which signifies als_o, [according

to another explanation,] like 75;, [simply,]

a calamity; or a great, formidable, terrible, or

momentous, thing, or event: (Az, K :) and351;. a want that befalls, or happens, and is

severe, or distressing. (Msb.)_And i§\;Jl [in

the Kur lxix. 1 and 2] means The resurrection:

($,i\Isb,I_{:) because in it shall be [manifest]

the true natures of things, or actions;

or because in it shall be [or shall happen (B(_l)]

severe calamities (2,531 éi3;.); (Fr, $, B(_i, ;)

namely, the reckoning and the recompensing:

(Bgl :) or because in it things shall be surely known

(B(_l,Jel) which are denied; namely, the raising

of the dead, and the reckoning, and the recom

pensing: '(Jel:) or because including within its

sphere [all] the created beings. (Msb. [Several

other reasons are assigned; but these which I

have mentioned appear to be the most generally

3 .

approved.])_ See also J1.»-, in two places.

jg-i [comparative and superlative of

You say, 3.; [He is more, and most,

adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable,fitted,

fit, proper, or competent, for such a. thing; or

more, and most, worthy, or deserving, ofit : and he

has a better, and the best, -right to such a thing ;

or a more just, and the most just, title or claim
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